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       F.A- II   List of Project-2018-19 

 
 

Maths:  - Addition  & Subtraction any 10 with pictures.  Tables -  1 to 10. 

S.S:   - L-5 Our Food , L- 6 Our Clothes (with pictures)  

Science:  - L-4 Animals of different kind and their shelter. (with pictures)  

Hindi:   - स्वय औय व्मजंन (with pictures) 

Eng (T):  - Poem:  Mice/ L-4 The Thirsty Crow (with pictures)  

Eng (G):  - L-4 Male and Female (with pictures) , L-5 Describing Words. (any 15)  

Guj:   -  સ્વર અને  વ્યજંન(ચિત્રો સાથે)  

Computer:  - Parts of computer (with Pictures) 

 

Note :  The project will be submitted as per the time table.  (Time table is in the Diary)  

  All the projects should be done in a project book only.  

 

 

 

Vedant   Public    School 

      Isanpur, Ahmedabad.     

STD: 2
nd

        F.A- II   List of Project-2018-19  

 
 

Maths:  - Tables 1 to 12, 951 to 1000 numbers name, 1 to 10 ordinal numbers.  

S.S:   - Paste the pictures and write about the Uses of water.  

Science:  - Write fruits name and their picture. Define shrubs, Herbs, Trees, Creepers climber 

  and water plants and paste their name and picture.  

Hindi:  - (1) स्वय अ:, आ, इ  (2) परो के नाभ चित्रो के साथ (कोई बी 10) 
Eng (T):  - Write the poem of birthday & paste the picture.  

Eng (G):  - Write the small & capital English alphabet.  

    Write the Male & Female & paste the pictures also.(page  no: 60 &61)  

Guj:   -  Q-1 ળર્ણમાલા સ્ળર અને વ્યજંન    Q-2  1.2 ત્રર્ અક્ષરળાલા કાના, માત્રા ળગરના બ્દો.(pg no: 15)  

 Computer:  - Write definition of computer &paste the picture of parts of computer and also  

   explain them. (1 line)  

 
Note :  The project will be submitted as per the time table.  (Time table is in the Diary)  

  All the projects should be done in a project book only.  
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rd

         F.A- II   List of Project-2018-19  
 

Maths:  - Draw any 10 abacus and write the numeral and the number name (any digit),Write tables 1 to 15. 

S.S:   - Paste the pictures and write about the delicious Indian dishes   

Science:  - Define living thing and non living things name and their pictures.  

    Define Herbivores , carnivores and omnivores name and their pictures.  

Hindi:   - Poem -1 to 4 write in project book.  

   Poem-1 Paste the picture of Our national Flag and India Map.  

   Poem – 4 Paste Or Draw the picture of Cukoo.  

Eng (T):  - Poem: Sunday with Dad (1-time)  

Eng (G):  - L-4 Noun and its kinds Ex: I page no:57 (1 time)  

Guj:   -Lesson-1 to 4  બ્દાર્ણ ,Poem :4  ળવાણરાર્ી, ળવાણરાર્ી (તેને ાગત   ંચિત્ર) 
Computer:  - Pate the pictures parts of computer and label it properly with description.  

 

 

Note :  The project will be submitted as per the time table.  (Time table is in the Diary)  

  All the projects should be done in a project book only.  
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      Isanpur, Ahmedabad.     

STD: 4
th

       F.A- II   List of Project-2018-19  
 

Maths:  - (i) Tables 1 to 15 (ii) Chapter -3 Ex:4.1 and 3.1 

S.S:   - L-5-6 (i) Sand dunes, (ii) Jog falls (iii) Vishakhapatnam Shipyard     

Science:  - L-5 (i) Life cycle of Cockroach (ii) Life cycle of adult frog (iii) Life cycle of a Housefly   

Hindi:   (1) काव्म-5 सगंीत का पर I 

  (2) सगंीत के साधनों के कोई बी (15) चित्र रगाईए I 

Eng (T):  - (i) Write the poem “The Dog” (ii) Collect pictures of different breeds of dogs and paste them.  

Eng (G):  - (i) Sentences and kinds of sentences  

    For eg: (i) Assertive or Declarative sentences (ii) Interrogative sentences  

      (iii) Imperative sentences (iv) Exclamatory sentences  

      (v) Negative sentences  

  Write define of each sentence with examples.  

Guj:   - (1) કાવ્ય-4 સરૂજદાદા આવ્યા કાવ્ય ખી ચિત્ર શારે્ િોટાડળા 
    (2) ક દરતી નનનમિત ચિત્રો , માનળ નનનમિત ચિત્રો િોટાડળા કોઈ પર્ (10) 
Computer:  -Collect different images of computers and machines that were invented before the present day  

  computers. Make a collage using the pictures.  

 
Note :  The project will be submitted as per the time table.  (Time table is in the Diary)  

  All the projects should be done in a project book only.  
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      Isanpur, Ahmedabad.     

STD: 5
th

        F.A- II   List of Project-2018-19  
 

Maths:  - Ch-3 Ex:3.1 & 3.6 

  Ch-4 Ex:4.2 & (4.7 Que A only)  

S.S:   - Ch-5,6 (i) An oasis(ii) Eskimos or Inuits (iii) Important cities of Saudi Arabia  

  Write a paragraph and paste photograph about all the above.  

Science:  - Write and draw about the following. (1) Floating ribcage(2) The human skeleton (3) The tongue  

Hindi:   - कोई बी दो कववता चित्र के साथ  औय एक कोई बी कहानी लरखो I 

Eng (T):  - (i) Write the poem” My tree” and give description.  

  (ii) Paste or draw different pictures of trees.  

Eng (G):  - (i) Nouns and different kinds of nouns with examples.  

  eg: (i) Proper noun (ii) Common noun (iii) Abstract noun (iv) Collective noun 

  (ii) Gender : Masculine gender , Feminine gender  

  (iii) number r : Singular plural  

Guj:   -  ગ જરાતના જોળાાયક સ્ર્લો (કોઈ પર્ છ) નળેની માહષતી ફોટા શાર્ે આપો. 
Computer:  - (i) Make a list of some more uses of computers.  

  (ii) Collect pictures of various storage devices from the internet. Make a chart by  

  pasting pictures and writing details about each of the storage device.  
Note :  The project will be submitted as per the time table.  (Time table is in the Diary)  

  All the projects should be done in a project book only.  
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th
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Maths:  - Types of polygon, Name each with diagram.  

S.S:   - Need for a government write down any 4 broad functions of government and stick 

  pictures.  

Science:  - Make list of different components of food, its source, deficiency disease and  

  symptoms of disease(can stick pictures related to source of Nutrients& deficiency  

  diseases)  

Hindi:  - (1) एक  कववता चित्र के साथ 

     (2) दो कहानी लिर्षक के साथ लरखो।   

Eng (T):  - Write any 6 poem. (out of course)  

Eng (G):  - Nouns :Gender & Nouns : Number write different types of genders. Formation of  

   plurals & common gender nouns.  

Guj:   -  કોઈ પર્ છ કાવ્ય ખળા.ં 
Computer:  - Difference between computer and human being with pictures.  

  - Difference between computer and calculator with pictures  

Sanskrit:  - Counting from 1 to 50 in Sanskrit (words and numbers)  
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      Isanpur, Ahmedabad.     
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th

        F.A- II   List of Project-2018-19  
 

Maths:  Construction of an equilateral triangle by paper folding 

  Write define with figure  

    (1) Complementary Angles 

    (2) Supplementary Angles  

    (3) Adjacent angles  

S.S:   - Write info about any four Mughal Empire and stick picture. 

Science:  - Information about different types soil, Its properties, profile and development.  

  Also write about soil & related crop growing. (reference L-8 Can stick sample if  

  soil , crop , pictures etc.)  

Hindi:  - 15 कफीय के दोहे अथष के साथ I  

Eng (T):  - Any story with picture description (any 3)  

Eng (G):  - Prepare a table of Nouns, Adjectives & Pronouns.  

Guj:   -  કોઈ પર્ ત્રર્ કનળ નળેની માહષતી ખો. 
Computer:  - Characteristics of computer 

  - Difference between High – level language and low level language  

Sanskrit:  - Write any 15 shloks  
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English  (1) Present tense (2) Past tense(3) Future tense(4) Transformation of sentence part-1  

  (5) Transformation of sentence part- 2 (6) Proper noun (7) Common Noun  

  (8) Material Noun (9) Abstract noun.  

 

S.S  (1) Spheres of earth   

   (a) Atmosphere (b) lithosphere (c) Biosphere (d) hydrosphere  

  (2) Components of Biosphere , Natural & Manmade , Living & non living  

  (3) Effects of human activates on spheres  

  (4) Natural disasters on Tsunami & earth quake   

 

Gujarati  (1) અનતવષૃ્ટટ અને અનાવષૃ્ટટના ચિત્રો ગાળીને તેના નળે શમજૂતી આપો. 

 (2) શ્રી કૃટર્ની બાલીામારં્ી કોઈ પર્ પાિં બાલીાઓના ચિત્ર ગાળી તેના નળે  શમજૂતી 

આપો. 

Hindi   ककन्ही ऩााँि कववमो के चित्र सहहत ऩरयिम व काव्म-कृततमो के फाये भे लरखखए I 

 

Sanskrit Page no : 2,14,23,27,30,35. Write from text book.  
   

Computer (1) Aware cyber security?  

  (2) Data hacking (aware data Hacking)  

  (3) Computer application viruses 

  (4) Ms word aware all tools  

  (5) MS word aware (All shortcut keys for using make documents)  

  (6) Communication network  

  (7) Using shortcut and tools flow to format document?  

  (8) Aware Instant messaging worms.  

  (9) Chat room awareness 

  (10)Phishing techniques  

  

Maths   (1) Real numbers (2) Bar graph (3) Pie chart (4) Polygons 

 

Science (1) Refining of petroleum (Drawing & detail explanation)  
   (2) Constellations (At least four )  

   (3) Human Eye  

  (4) Defects of vision (Myopia , hyper metropia)  

  (5) Comparison of plant cell  & Animal cell  

 

 




